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Who we are | Fire, family and fairness
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Fire, family and fairness!
Our motivation is clear – fire connects – it always has, and always will. To connect humankind through the emotion and experience of fire inspires our every
move. As a third-generation, privately-held family business, our 190 employees carry the torch of founder Waldemar Rokossa by continually innovating
and developing timeless, high quality gas and wood fireplace appliances.

With a global footprint of 40 countries across Asia and
Europe, our trade partners are united in their motivation
to bring our unique Camina & Schmid fire into people’s
homes all over the world. To connect people across all
borders through the shared experience of fire drives our
product innovation, and inspires us to deliver at the highest level.
4
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We – Made for you | Who we are

Carefully selected
materials
Our diverse product range is designed and manufactured, borne of only the highest grade of carefully selected materials. Product research, prototyping and development is driven by customer demand, and attention to
the finest details is reflected in every product.Innovating
with the future always in mind, our product identity is
reliability and longevity.

We – Made for you
Since 2001, manufacturing combustion technology to
the highest quality standards has shared equal footing
with an industry leadership position on the social, safety
and environmental standards our customers have grown
to expect.
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Who we are | Milestones

Milestones | Who we are

How we became
who we are.
2003

Anna Zindler (Rokossa) becomes
the Managing Director of the
Camina brand.

1997
The Camina Company is
founded by Waldemar Rokossa

2002

2004
A 1920’s steel factory in Rathenow,
Germany is acquired and becomes
production headquarters.

2007

Acquisition of Schmid Feuerungstechnik to offer a full range of fireplace
and masonry inserts, stove doors and
accessories.

Purchase, foundation TCB and
move to Bissendorf. Inaugural
house fair and celebration of the
five and ten-year anniversaries of
Schmid and Camina, respectively.
8

Marketing relaunch and expansion
of the range with new products.
Camina recognized as winner of the
2017 German Brand Award.

Succession by Anna
Rokossa. Multiple product
awards and brand recognition by the PlusX Award.

2014

2017

2015

2020

Farewell to company
founder Waldemar Rokossa.

2018
Merging of the two companies
Camina, Schmid, to Camina &
Schmid Feuerdesign und Technik
GmbH & Co. KG. Anna Rokossa
takes over sole management.

Colin Rokossa takes
over export sales
management.
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Who we are | Here for you!

Here for you! | Who we are
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“The most beautiful
element for me
is the fire.”

The fire and the associated emotions of a
fireplace have been with me since I was
a child. It is a privilege to work daily with
the most beautiful and impressive element in our world – fire!
The nicest thing about the job is seeing
people smiling when we turn their house
into a home.

Colin Rokossa
Head of Sales

When we press pause on the world for
an evening, the fire anchors us to a space
that can often frame life's most memorable moments.
I look forward to sharing the Camina &
Schmid story with America, and delivering an experience like no other.

Gary K. Lindberg
Sales Manager USA

10

“Fire is like a good
friend, always worth
spending time with.”

Gary K. Lindberg
Sales Manager USA

Colin Rokossa
Head of Sales
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With a gas fireplace you bring warmth,
atmosphere and on-demand coziness
into your home. Experience Camina &
Schmid combustion technology and enjoy comfort, style and innovation.
Test our flame simulator:
www.camina-schmid.com

Design, form and function | Our Products

Ekko G U 60/14-19
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Ekko G R 60/14-19

Form and function
Meeting the diverse living space needs of our customers is a top priority at
Camina & Schmid. Our vision is to connect people through the experience of
fire, adapting our fireplace products to each and every unique spatial situation. Every room offers different requirements in terms of form and function.
Our products meet that challenge, delivering warmth and security while helping turn a house into a home.
Ekko G L 60/14-19

Lina G 30-24

Lina G 36-28

Lina G 60-19

Ekko G L 60/14-19

Ekko G R 60/14-19

Ekko G U 60/14-19
Lina G 36-28

14
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Our Products | Lina G 30-24

Lina G 30-24 | Our Products

Lina G 30-24
After work, I love to come home to a lit fire
and talk about the day’s events. The fire is
the hearth of our home – it offers a sense
of place, and brings us closer together.
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Fire comforts
The square-shaped design of the two Lina fireplaces is rooted
in classic fireplace style. Its compact size offers a generouslyfilled firebox that invites you to linger in front of the natural
flame. The Lina G 30-24 offers the smallest fireplace footprint
of our range.

Fire on demand
The intelligent remote control is made for easy handling and
simple operation of all Camina & Schmid gas fireplaces. Simply
switch on the device and choose between a uniform flame display, or ECO mode – where the flame display varies dynamically, resulting in a beautiful, realistic flame that saves energy
and produces less heat.

16
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Fire connects | Our Products

Fire connects

Fire connects
Control your Camina & Schmid gas fireplace from your smart phone or tablet
with the Fire connects-App, and sit back. The app offers standard settings
such as switching the fireplace on and off, to advanced settings like individualized flame display. Not only are you in control of safety and comfort-with
setting options in ECO mode you are able to fully program your personalized
dynamic flame display.

Full control
The colorful WiFi app gives you full control over your fireplace. In addition to
direct manual programming, you can choose from a thermostatic program,
a countdown timer, a combined timer/thermostat function, and a fully programmable ECO mode for an individualized, dynamic yet efficient flame display. On the double burner systems, the Camina & Schmid Moonlight-Feature
and LED lit glowing coal bed allows you to adjust room light to suit any mood.

18

There is even an option to create user profiles. The app makes it possible for every
family member to enjoy the fireplace in
their own individualized way. To protect
from curious little hands, the app even
features a child lock option. Safety is of
paramount importance in everything that
Camina & Schmid does.

" F ire relaxes
and connects."
19

Our Products | Lina G 36-28

Lina G 36-28 | Our Products

Fire fascinates
Comfort in its purest for – an evening in front of the
fireplace. Crackling embers and a cozy atmosphere
– a large visible fire warms our home and our hearts.
The large frameless glass and elevated hearth of the
Lina G 36-28 will intensify your time in front of the fire.

Ceramic logs
An impressive flame pattern created by the heart of the
system; unique ceramic logs designed by nature and
perfected by Camina & Schmid. Featuring a high level
of detail and innovative construction, the in-log Fecralloy fibers ensure perfect air/gas mixture and flame
distribution for safe combustion. We create a visually
stunning fire that rivals mother nature.
LED ambient lighting
The LED ambient lighting simulates a bed of glowing
coals. The glowing coal bed can be utilized as a soft
light source when the appliance is switched off. While
in use with the fireplace, the glowing coals enhance the
flame image and add dimension.

Lina G 36-28
The world is ever – changing, but as long
as we can sit by the fire, we will always
be together. The aesthetics of the flame
display and effect of the glowing coal bed
mesmerizes us for hours on end.
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Our Products | Ceramic logs

Ceramic logs
After hand selecting real wood samples from a German forest, we apply a
special inhouse molding technique to cast highly detailed replica logs. Artisanal airbrush techniques with special heat-resistant paint results in ceramic log
castings barely distinguishable from the genuine article.

Ceramic logs | Our Products

Oak
Oak is a widely recognized wood featured in fireplaces. The deep grooves in
the green-brown bark and coarse fiber structure of the split sapwood give it
character. Chunky split oak logs embody strength, the fuel of a classic fire.
Birch
The smooth, papery bark of birch gives off a beautiful reflection of light. In
contrast with a darker interior lining, depth and space are created. This space
is an attention-getter, welcoming reflection.

Ceramic logs Oak (Fig.: Lina G 60-19)

Ceramic log Birch (Fig.: Lina G 36-28)

Our Products | Lina G 60-19

Lina G 60-19 | Our Products

Fire our way
Modern meets traditional. We frame the traditional element of fire in a modern format, with an eye on maximizing the impressive flame within a reduced firebox.
Architecture and fire are here in perfect symbiosis, room
design walks hand in hand with the fire to a place where
the soul comes to calm down and relax.

Full RGB LED room lighting
Making the unconscious conscious is the journey of spiritual growth. Pay attention to how light and shadow affect your mood. Just as a lighting technician in a theater
can shape your mood with light, you too can find creative
ways to do this at home with Camina & Schmid fireplace
lighting. Just by being aware of the role light plays in our
lives, your mood will lighten. Thanks to this awareness,
you can use the nourishing power of light to improve
your physical, spiritual and emotional well-being.

"Warmth is a state
of being."
24

Lina G 60-19
When the days are getting shorter and
the cold season nears, we all need rest
and warmth. It’s the ideal time to focus
on oneself, to recharge the body in harmony with nature and turn on the fire to
relax your soul.

25

Our Products | Full RGB LED room lighting

Full RGB LED room lighting | Our Products

Full RGB LED
room lighting
Light is the only component of the sun’s electromagnetic energy visible to
humans, and it has always influenced us on both conscious and unconscious
levels. Us humans are electrical beings with a physical body and energy body,
so our relationship with light is very important.

Camina & Schmid Moonlight-Feature allows you to adjust the fire to meet
your every mood. Via the Fire connects-App, you set the light intensity and
color to any personal preference. The Moonlight-Feature gives full range of
the RGB spectrum, so you are in total control.

Our Products | Ekko G L 60/14-19

Ekko G L 60/14-19 | Our Products

Ekko G L 60/14-19
In the coziest of ways, the fire transforms
the restaurant into an intimate, warm and
inviting atmosphere. Spending the evening in front of the fireplace with friends,
losing all track of time.

Drawing us
together
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L-shaped corner models give the fire more dimension,
more connection, opening the view to intimate spaces.
The visual angle at which the fire enters the room is increased, so that more people can enjoy the fire together.

Second burner function
The second burner function gives you more control over
your fire. The control range in heat output and energy absorption is nearly doubled. Coupled with the ECO mode,
the second burner allows you to perfectly match the fire
output and visual dynamics to your needs.

28
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Our Products | Ekko G R 60/14-19

Ekko G R 60/14-19 | Our Products

Memory lane
Safety for all is not just a goal, but a matter of course at
Camina & Schmid. Our safety stewardship applies to our
family of employees, the products we manufacture, and
the services we provide.

Trust and safety
Safety in everything. Minimal energy for start-up, protective cross lighting, double glass barrier with heatresistant/reflective inner pane, and safety glass outer
pane. Double flame guard and oversized pressure relief
valves are only a few of the many Camina & Schmid gas
fire safety specifications.

Ekko G R 60/14-19
The feeling of comfort in warmth, health
and safety. Something every grandparent
wants, a safe place for their little ones to
play and experience joy.
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Our Products | Ekko G U 60/14-19

Ekko G U 60/14-19 | Our Products

Ekko G U 60/14-19
The Ekko G U 60-19 fireplace by Camina & Schmid with a design aesthetic of
wood, glass and steel, breathes cosmopolitan appeal into the living space.

Nature’s
aesthetic gift
Three-sided view; fire shines through the large viewing
area and frames the open room. Warmth and light radiate comfort to all around it.
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Interior lining
With our product comes the opportunity to choose a
special firebox lining. This is an important design feature,
as it personalizes the room interior aesthetic.

32
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Our Products | Interior lining

Interior lining
The rear and side walls of the combustion chamber can be lined in anthracite
(matte) or ceramic black glass (gloss). The inner lining of ceramic glass reflects
the flames and gives the combustion chamber more depth.

Anthracite (matte) – optional

Interior lining | Our Products

"It’s what’s inside
that matters."

Ceramic black glass (gloss) – standard

Our Products | Lookbook

Lookbook | Our Products

Lina G 30-24

Ekko G L 60/14-19

36

Lina G 36-28

Ekko G R 60/14-19

Lina G 60-19

Ekko G U 60/14-19
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Our Products | Model selection

Accessories | Our Products

Model selection

Accessories

Our specially selected range offers six versatile models that offer plenty of
room for creative solutions. The focus remains on delivering the perfect fire
experience at the highest technical level.

Our accessories help you personalize the fireplace of your dreams. Interior
linings, wood logs, air distribution systems and many control options help ensure your fireplace suits you perfectly.

Lina G 30-24

Lina G 36-28

Lina G 60-19

Interior lining: Anthracite (matte) – optional

Interior Lining: Ceramic black glass (gloss) – standard

Ekko G L 60/14-19

Ekko G R 60/14-19

Ekko G U 60/14-19

Ceramic logs – Oak

Ceramic logs – Birch

Technical data
Technical data

Lina G
30-24

Lina G
36-28

Lina G
60-19

Ekko G L
60/14-19

Ekko G R
60/14-19

Ekko G U
60/14-19

34000

47000

47000

47000

47000

Nominal heat load

BTU/h

32400

Operating range

BTU/h

7700 – 24000

Inch

29

Window width (a)

Label of proof

8500 – 25500 12000 – 36000 12000 – 36000 12000 – 36000 12000 – 36000
34

56

60

60

65
Csa Group Csa Group
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Window height (b)

Inch

25

27

19

19

19

19

Window depth (c)

Inch

–

–

–

14

14

14

Ul label

American National
Standards Institute

Labtest Certiﬁcation Inc.
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Follow us on:

www.camina-schmid.com

